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design for everyone
The versatility of Ar. Deepak Mehta’s designs can
be seen through several commercial, corporate,
IT and residential projects. He has ongoing
projects in Dubai and has been invited to design
a high end project in Thailand. He however,
is rooted to his middle class background and
holds on to the commitment of giving back his
expertise to society. “We have designed some
iconic structures but these buildings are not
designed by an architect, they are creations of
the ego of builders, cities or architects. I want to
design affordable houses. Not small pigeon holes
or concrete boxes that clutter our cities. Most of
the people living in such houses are migrants
from villages where they prefer to spend more
time outside their houses. In cities, they are
forced to live in concrete cubicles with limited

social interaction and as planners we largely
ignore such stress causing factors. There must
be open and interactive spaces. As an architect
I would like to design and give something back
that is real, affordable and maintainable,”
he says.

where a developer prepares a bare shell of the
building and lets people to decide what they
want. Some may afford vitriﬁed tiles, some may
afford cement ﬂooring; and as per their budget
they make their own interiors, while enjoying
common facilities.”

According to him the middle class suffers the
most due to lopsided priorities while planning
new habitats. He says, “The lower category is
taken care by the government and political
parties. Politicians want their vote bank, so
they look after slums. The high end client is self
sufﬁcient. In the next 5 – 10 years 80 percent of
Indian population will be from the middle class.
We have come up with a concept of self help
middle income group housing. It is a concept,

He feels, in a country like India, it is unethical
to get branded as an architect for high proﬁle
builders. “I want to be there for everyone.
Architects have a very strong role to play. They
do not merely create buildings and structures;
they create assets for the country and for the
next generation. We have to create buildings for
which the next generation will remember us,” he
sums up.
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